
THE MUSEUM OF ANYTHING
Sometimes cities need spaces that are barely defined. The delight of an industrial waterfront is the tarmac and sheds which seem 
empty yet open to appropriation. Like a park; an open public surface suggestive of uses but not prescriptive of them. It is the opposite 
of a curated gallery experience. The core of this proposal is a museum; but a museum not of art or artefacts but of whatever things 
and activities the city might want there; and of the things we don’t yet know about. Not about collecting, but about accumulating. It is 
a slice of space set to hover over the waterfront tarmac, and to sit at the level of the hill of the Observatory Park. Doing this, it makes 
three elements: a Warehouse [Halli] an Undercroft [Alle Paikka] and Roof Park [Katto Puisto]. Its function within the broader city fabric 
is the join  the port tarmac to the Observatory Park.
Halli/Warehouse is the six metre high slice of interior space; 10,000m2 of floor in a single room; open ended enough for almost any-
thing. You reach it by descending from the park above or the undercroft below.
Alle Paikka/Undercroft is a 17 metre high open space under the warehouse; a piece of the waterfront tarmac
sheltered by the warehouse above it. A forest of columns support the ceiling over it and cores connect up to the
warehouse interior directly from the tarmac.
Katto Puisto/Roof Park is formed by the top of the warehouse and a connecting floor plane which extends over the Skepsbrogatan 
and joins the park’s natural ground level at the Argelanderintie. A ramp slicing through this surface connects the park directly to the 
warehouse floor. The columns from below extend through this surface, and a core of lift and stair descend from the roof directly into 
the warehouse.
Together the three spaces make a long list of possible uses and configurations. Designed as a gesture of public life in all its varia-
tions; for large gatherings, short term events; and non-precious uses; A Museum for Anything.

This proposal focuses on the waterfront edge on the west of the port; extending from the Market Square at the north to the shipping terminals at the south 
end. The terminals and liner docks are consolidated at that end, and the shed facility on the proposed Guggenheim site is relocated to that area. The market 
square and covered market remain, and the strip of waterfront land, in addition to the Museum of Anything, is populated with housing. The housing mingles 
with all the other functions on the precinct, in low rise and medium rise courtyard types. There are envisioned as an extension of the blocks and built fabric 
of the city grid beyond that edge, and wide range of housing configurations. Approximately 480 dwellings are proposed on the precinct in twelve buildings, 
bringing a population to the water edge, in close proximity to the other three functions of boat transport, markets and museum. 
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